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This catalogue edited on the occasion of BRAFA 2019 is an invitation to discover 
a very personal journey through African Art. The reflection of a taste shaped by 
the experimentations of German Expressionism and modernity in the first half of 
the twentieth century, the exhibition will unveil a remarkable selection of heads, 
from Cameroon and Nigeria notably, including an exceptional group of terracot-
tas from the most ancient and enigmatic civilizations of the African continent. 

The Nok, the Katsina, and the Sokoto, left very little clues about their origins, the 
structures of their societies or their beliefs, with the exception of the fascinating 
works of art that emerged from the ground in the last few decades. Each of these 
sculptures has been selected for its superlative artistic qualities, but also on crite-
ria of conservation, and documented provenance. 
The archeology of the African continent appears to be the most neglected and un-
dervalued segment of today’s African art market. At a time when, politics, through 
misleading arguments tend to restrain once again the circulation of world heritage 
and knowledge, it is collectors’ chance, and museums’ duty, to acquire, preserve 
and show these incredible masterpieces of the history of mankind.

This catalogue has also been the opportunity to work with Dr Bettina von Lintig 
regarding the highlights of the exhibition. Author of numerous articles and books 
about the arts and cultures of Cameroon, she publishes for the very first time a 
comprehensive study about the so-called atwonzen, illustrating here the complete 
corpus of seven royal beaded heads originating from the Bamileke.

The second essay discusses an extraordinary Bamum headcrest from Fumban’s 
royal palace, that appears on a famous photo taken by Rudolf Oldenburg in 1904, 
showing masked dancers in the court of King Njoya. And the last treasure from 
Grasslands chiefdoms that has been studied by Dr. Bettina von Lintig is the large 
openwork sculpture from the Allan Stone collection. 

One could finally ask why this title... Well, the answer lies in idiosyncracies. I have 
always been interested in the representation of the human head across time and 
space. And, as a germanophile, I must also admit my penchant for the aesthetic
movements that emerged in Germany at the turn of the twentieth century, and 
the knowledge that resulted from German colonial adventure in those far-away 
lands. More than a century later, we keep looking, mesmerized, at the period pho-
tographs showing Berlin, Stuttgart, or Dresden museum rooms filled with an in-
credible juxtaposition of sculptures from Cameroon neighboring those of the Bis-
marck Archipelago or Papua New Guinea’s most striking creations... What a bash ! 
Not the classical  “bourgeois” taste... But isn’t it precisely where all great art begins.





A F R I K A



   1   MALE HEAD

    Sokoto region, Niger valley, Northwest Nigeria, 100-500 AD (TL tested)
    Terracotta
    Height : 44 cm

    Provenance  Bouraima Bachirou, Lomé
      Private collection, Belgium

    

This massive head of remarkable quality embodied certainly a religious leader or a deified ruler. 
The sculpture exudes an expressive strength and an austere majesty that is quite unique in the 
whole corpus of terracottas found in the Sokoto region. 

Sokoto state in modern-day northwest Nigeria is in the Niger River Valley, at the confluence of 
ancient trade routes and roughly contemporary with the Nok culture to its south. Very little is 
known of the ancient Sokoto culture; Bayard Rustin, who originally collected the Sokoto collec-
tion for the Yale University Art Gallery, recorded that most terracotta pieces like this one were 
found in large manmade mounds. Characteristic Sokoto figures are large, hollow, thin-walled, 
and low-fired human figures with heavy eyebrows and beards. They are made of a rough earthen-
ware mixed with quartz and mica, surfaced with an ocher or mica schist slip (some of which has 
worn through on this figure). This slip would have been burnished with a smooth pebble.

This particular example, apart its superb sculptural qualities, is in remarkably good condition.
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   2  KATSINA HEAD

    Katsina, Northern Nigeria, 600-100 BC (TL tested)
    Terracotta
    Height : 18 cm

    Provenance  Private collection, Brussels

    

  While most terracottas found in the region of Katsina are a bit crude and often heavily damaged, this superb head stands 
out as a masterpiece of the genre. The rounded shape head is perfectly balanced and the deep facial features are modeled 
with great sensitivity. The state of conservation of the sculpture and the slip are also exceptional, without any restoration 
but only very minimal losses on a few knobs on top of the headgear.
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   3  IMPORTANT HEAD

    Nok culture, Northern Nigeria, 200-700 AD (TL tested)
    Terracotta
    Height : 48  cm

    Provenance  Bouraima Bachirou, Lomé
      Private collection, Belgium

    

This imposing head was once part of an exceptionally large and important figure, certainly rep-
resenting a ruler or a high dignitary. The modeling of the face, with typical Nok features : large 
open mouth, massive nostrils, protruding moustache and braids along the cheeks, attests to the 
high degree of artistic sophistication achieved in Northern Nigeria in the first millenium BC.

One of the earliest African centers of ironworking and terracotta figure production, the Nok cul-
ture remains an enigma. In 1943, tin mining in the vicinity of the village of Nok near the Jos Pla-
teau region of Nigeria brought to light a terracotta head, evidence of the oldest known figurative 
sculpture south of the Sahara. Although stylistically related heads, figures, animals, and pottery 
shards have been found in a number of Nigerian sites since that time, such works are identified by 
the name of the small village where the first terracotta head was discovered.

Most Nok sculpture is hollow and coil-built like pottery. Finely worked to a resilient consistency 
from local clays and gravel, the millennia-long endurance of these ancient objects is a testament to 
the technical ability of their makers. This is not to say that Nok sculpture has survived unchanged 
by time. The slip (the mixture of clay and water used to give pottery surfaces an even texture) of 
many Nok terracottas has eroded, leaving a grainy, pocked exterior that does not reflect their orig-
inal smooth appearance. Most of the Nok sculpture found consists of what appear to be portrait 
heads and bodies fragmented by damage and age. The recovered portions of the baked clay bodies 
that have survived show that they were sculpted in standing, sitting, and genuflecting postures. 

A smaller and less elaborated head of the same style, with high forehead and streched face, is the 
in the collection of the Cleveland Museum of Art (1995.21).
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   4  FEMALE HEAD

    Nok culture, Northern Nigeria, 500 BC-500 AD (TL tested)
    Terracotta
    Height : 19 cm

    Provenance  Private collection, Brussels
      Galerie Simonis, Düsseldorf

    

    

Nok head fragments were once part of entire bodies and are the most renowned objects within 
the corpus known to date. These objects are so highly varied that it is likely they were modeled 
individually rather than cast from molds. Although terracottas are usually formed using additive 
techniques, many Nok pieces were sculpted subtractively in a manner similar to carving. This dis-
tinctive approach suggests that a comparable wood-carving tradition may have influenced them. 
The heads of Nok terracottas are invariably proportionally large relative to the bodies, and while 
not enough is known of Nok culture to explain this apparent imbalance, it is interesting to note 
that a similar emphasis of the head in later African art traditions often signifies respect for intel-
ligence.

Although every Nok head is unique, certain stylistic traits are found throughout the corpus of 
known work. Triangular eyes and perforated pupils, noses, mouths, and ears combine to depict 
men and women with bold, abstracted features. Perhaps the most striking aspects of Nok sculp-
tures are the elaborately detailed hairstyles and jewelry that adorn many of the figures. The vari-
ety, inventiveness, and beauty of their design is a beguiling record of cultivated devotion to body 
ornamentation. But as captivating as these embellishments are, the range of expression in Nok 
terracottas is far from limited to depictions of idealized health and beauty. Some pottery figures 
appear to depict subjects suffering from ailments such as elephantiasis and facial paralysis. These 
“diseased” visages may have been intended to protect against illness but, beyond conjecture, their 
meaning and the significance of Nok sculpture in general are still unknown.

Published on the cover of a catalogue edited by Nina and Henricus Simonis, this magnificient pe-
tite head in pristine condition presents elegant and harmonious volumes. The elaborated bulbous 
coiffure shows a finely striated surface imitating hairlines, while the face displays perfectly what 
was perceived as the ideal of beauty in this culture.
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   5  BUST

    Sherbro/Kissi, Guinea/Sierra Leone, 1000-1500 AD
    Soapstone
    Height : 14 cm

    Provenance  Private collection, Italia

Probably carved in steatite, this refined yet  powerful little statuette -called nomoli or pomdo by the 
Kissi people- originates from the Upper Guinea Coast, in a region spread between modern-day 
Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia.
Ancestor worship or praying to deceased relatives is still a common practice among the Kissi, 
who believe that ancestral spirits act as mediators between them and the creator, god. Small stone 
statues are used to represent those spirits. They are worshipped and offered sacrifices by the village 
headmen. Many carved soapstone figures and heads were produced by the Kissi people in the past 
prior to colonial contact with the Europeans. It is not clear why they were made; some scholars 
argue that they form part of ancestor worship while others say they may represent gods to increase 
agricultural yields. A large number can be seen in the British Museum’s collection.

Thomas J. Alldridge (1847-1916) who was the first district commissioner of Sierra Leone in 1901
mentioned that “steatite devils” were sometimes dug up, and were greatly prized for their sup-
posed supernatural powers. He commented that “as there are no native sculptors, they must be of 
great antiquity...” And in fact, we know almost nothing about the origins and dating of these stone 
figures, except they were already carved well before the arrival of the first europeans in the region, 
in the 16th century.  A few stones found deep underground even suggest a much earlier datation...

Undoubtedly, the archaic remanence, and the worn smooth surface of the present figure indicate 
a great age. While the delicate head features and detailed body evince great artistry.
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   6  BURA HEAD

    Bura, Western Niger, 1100-1400 AD (TL tested)
    Terracotta
    Height : 16  cm

    Provenance  Collection Lussier, Montréal

  

The Bura culture originating from the Niwas first discovered in 1975 to the northwest of Niamey, 
the capital of the state of Niger, and in neighbouring Burkina Faso. 

The hollowed clay anthropomorphic heads of the ancient and medieval Bura culture are known 
for their distinctive abstraction and simplicity, and this stunning solid example is without any 
doubt the most beautiful Bura sculpture in existence. With its rounded forehead and minimalistic 
features reduced to the essential, it instantly reminds the cylcadic heads from Anatolia, or the 
reliquary heads from the Fang... Almost a millenium earlier ! 
Most Bura terracottas are hollowed and rather crude, but this magnificient solid example com-
bines all the opposite attributes : elegance and perfection of the shape, beauty of the surface 
-smooth and finely craqueled-, sophistication of the hair design, irradiating in thin rays from the 
back of the head, and an exceptional state of preservation, without any restoration. 
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   7  MEMORIAL HEAD

    Akan, Ghana, circa 1500-1600
    Terracotta
    Height :  17 cm

    Provenance  Emile Deletaille, Bruxelles (acquired before 1974)
      Private collection, Belgium

The Akan inhabit areas of present-day southern Ghana and the Ivory Coast. Since the late six-
teenth century, Akan women potters have created ceramic heads to commemorate deceased roy-
als and individuals of high status. During the funeral, family members placed the terracotta por-
traits of the deceased in a sacred grove near the cemetery, sometimes with representations of other 
family members. These sculptures served as the focal point for funerary rites in which libations 
and food were offered to the ancestors. But they were also conceived as containers into which the 
spirit of the deceased might be invoked.

The facial expression exhibited by portraits like this one tends to be neutral and even distant. This 
might reflect the look that Akan royalty actively cultivated, one that suppressed individuality in 
favor of regal character. It has also been suggested that the quartz fragments in terracotta pieces 
such as this were intended to produce a kind of luminosity akin to that sought by royal persons 
who on ceremonial occasions covered their bodies in shea butter containing gold dust.
The most explicit sign of status associated with the portraits, however, is the shape of the head and 
facial features. Like this head, the portraits often possess round faces with high, broad foreheads 
and prominent arched brow bones that connect with the nose. This ideal not only shaped rep-
resentation, but also living people. Akan mothers molded the still-soft bones of newborns’ heads 
and faces to achieve these desired traits.

The surface of the present head has been covered with a clay slip tinted black, a color linked to the 
ancestral world and spiritual power in Akan thought.



   8  KONGO FETISH

    Vili, Democratic Republic of the Congo, 1800-1900
    Wood, nails, glass
    Height : 32 cm

    Provenance  Dimondstein collection, San Francisco;
      Galerie Ratton-Hourdé, Paris
      Private collection, Barcelona
      Liliane and Michel Durand-Dessert, Paris
    
    Exhibition África, Colecciones privadas de Barcelona, Museo Fundacion Godia  
      Barcelona, 27 February-30 June 2003
      Art africà, Fundació Caixa de Girona, Spain, 22 July-18 September 2005
   
    Publication L. Guardiola, Africa, colecciones privadas de Barcelona, 2003, p. 69, n°44 
      F. Pujol, Art africà, Girona, Spain, 2005, p. 77, n° 45 

To our knowledge, this extremely ancient Kongo figure possesses the particularity -unique in 
the whole extensive corpus- to have another little figure carved on the back, emerging from the 
headdress, like a braid. The burnished surface, craqueled at the base, suggests the piece was put 
on the fire ritually. Like most burnt objects, this treatment transformed dramatically the initial ap-
pearance of the figure, conferring him a more cryptic aspect. We are here in front of an object that 
was intented to endow tremendous power, and that was clearly used through a ritualistic context.
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   9  A ZULU WARRIOR

    Zulu Kingdom, Southern Africa, 1700-1800
    Human head
    Height : 20 cm

    Provenance Acquired in England, circa 1900
      Private collection, Eastern Europe

    

Is this a work of art... Should it be exhibited... What should we do with him....
What does he tells us about ourselves that we don’t want to hear ? 

The storages of the ethnographical museums in the modern Western world are filled with pre-
served heads of all sorts, Jivaro shrunken heads from the Amazon, Asmat skulls from Papua New 
Guinea, mummies from Peru, et cetera. All have in common to originate from extra-european 
cultures and to have been collected in the West as curiosities of the world at a time where indige-
nous peoples where still considered as savages... 

Here, however, we are in front of a dramatically different context, and this takes us back to our 
own history, not so very long ago... and it ultimately compels us to humility and selfreflection.

The Kingdom of Zulu, sometimes referred to as the Zulu Empire or the Kingdom of Zululand, 
was a monarchy in Southern Africa that extended along the coast of the Indian Ocean, from the 
Tugela River in the south to Pongola River in the north.

The kingdom grew to dominate much of what is today KwaZulu-Natal and Southern Africa till 
1879 and the British Empire invasion that resulted in the Anglo-Zulu War.
Following Lord Carnarvon’s successful introduction of federation in Canada, it was thought that 
similar political effort, coupled with military campaigns, might succeed with the African king-
doms, tribal areas and Boer republics in South Africa.  In 1874, Sir Henry Bartle Frere was sent to 
South Africa as High Commissioner for the British Empire to bring such plans into being. Among 
the obstacles were the presence of the independent states of the South African Republic and the 
Kingdom of Zululand and its army.
      
        Not in the exhibition 
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On 11 December 1878, with the intent of instigating a war with the Zulu, Sir Henry Bartle Frere, 
on his own initiative and without the approval of the British government, presented an ultimatum 
to the Zulu king Cetshwayo in terms with which he could not possibly comply. British forces 
crossed the Tugela river at the end of December 1878. Initially, the British suffered a heavy defeat 
at the Battle of Isandlwana on 22 January 1879 where the Zulu army killed more than 1,000 British 
soldiers in a single day. The Zulu deployment at Isandhlwana showed the well-organized tactical 
system that had made the Zulu kingdom successful for many decades. This constituted the worst 
defeat the British army had ever suffered at the hands of a native African fighting force. The defeat 
prompted a redirection of the war effort, and the British, though outnumbered, began winning 
victories, culminating in the Siege of Ulundi, the Zulus’ capital city, and the subsequent defeat of 
the Zulu Kingdom.

The death of the young man above occured precisely during the bloody conflict that opposed the
British invader to the Zulu people, around the year 1879. Several other similar heads are known 
in the British Museum, and they are believed to be the severed heads of important Zulu warriors
and chiefs killed during the battles, and exhibited by the conqueror as trophies of war to spook 
any uprising. 

Field Marshall Lord Grenfell, fought in the battle of Ulundi, at which the Zulu state was finally de-
feated. In his memoirs, he recalls visiting the old battlefield in 1881, two years after the Zulu defeat :
 “I made a long ride with Buller and Donald Browne into Zululand to see our old fighting ground at 
Ulundi. When we arrived, we found the old track across the Umfolozi River where our square had 
stood. I stood at the place, which was still marked by cartridges, at the corner of the square where 
the Zulus had made their last attack. I told Butler that I had seen a Zulu Indana shot in the head 
by Owen’s machine-guns, of which there were two at this corner. He was leading his men and got as 
close eighteen yards from the square, for I had measured it after the action. I again paced the eighteen 
yards and came to my old friend, a splendid skeleton, his bones perfectly white(...) I felt I could not 
part with him, so I put his skull into my forage bag, and brought it home with me. It now adorns a 
case in my collection of curiosities (Grenfell 1925: 65-66).

In its use of aprobatory terms such as “splendid” in reference to the remains of a dead enemy, this
passage resonates with some enduring themes in Western ideologies of hunting. One is that a 
“true” hunter feels affection and respect towards the animals he kills and pays homage or tribute 
to them by keeping parts of them as trophies. Another, related theme, rooted in the aristocratic 
hunting traditions of medieval Europe, is that hunters and their quarry alike are ranked by de-
grees of inherent quality of nobility, with the noblest game reserved for a hunting elite.

The gruesome context behind the existence of this preserved head takes a whole new dimension 
in regards of the current questions regarding the reappropriation of the artefacts collected during 
the colonial period in Africa. Nowadays, gentlemen in semi-tailored suits discuss in cosy lounges 
about the laws and rights that should regulate the right of ownership of possessions which were 
acquired, sometimes, in similar manners as this head. 

This beautiful face, seemingly asleep, that only scarifications can identify as a young Zulu man, is 
only silent in appearance. He is about to awake, and we have to consider his history.





   10  A ROYAL TUNGUNGA

    Fumban, Grassslands, Northwestern Cameroon, 1800-1900
    Wood
    Height : 65 cm

    Provenance  Paul Gebauer, Cameroon, circa 1931-1961
      Arnaud Harty de Pierrebourg, Douala
      Mireille de Pierreboug, Paris
      Bernd Muhlack, Kiel
      Nicole and John Dintenfass, New York
      Paul Kasmin, New York
    

The rediscovery of this sculpture of extraordinary expressiveness broadens a small but essential 
corpus of ancient royal head crests from the Bamum Kingdom. Probably carved before, or during 
the reign of King Njoya’s (circa 1886-1933), the head displays the typical features and quality of 
artistry of masks and figures carved at this period. The prominent flat nostrils and ears pointing 
up, a small grimacing mouth showing its teeth, and especially the large riveted eyes with open 
corners which seem to have been a particularity of the royal workshop at this time.

When American missionary George Schwab arrived in Fumban in 1930, the production of masks 
for the colonial market was already flourishing. Nonetheless, as did French researcher Henri La-
bouret a few years later, he was able to collect one old mask (Geary, 2011: plate 13), on behalf of 
the Peabody Museum of Harvard. This particular tungunga (tu: head and ngunga: dance; litteraly: 
head for the dance) and the present mask could well originate from the same workshop.

On the famous photo of Rudolf Oldenburg (see following page) showing patambuo dancers wear-
ing similar head crests, we can clearly notice the stylistic similarities between all the masks. Two 
head crests in particular seem to have been possibly carved by the same hand : the third one from 
the left who wear a very comparable headgear, and the one in the far left which leans forward. This 
latter head crest could well be the example published here. A seventh dancer also appears behind 
the dancer in the front but we can’t see its head unluckily.

Another important male mask carved probably in the same workshop in the late 19th century, 
photographed by Oldenburg in 1912 and offered by Charles Ratton in 1935, is now in the Musée 
du Quai Branly, Paris. (Harter, 1986: 167)
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Patambouo dancers in King Njoya’s palace court.
Photography by Rudolf Oldenburg, circa 1904

Kunst Historiches Museum, Wien. VF 49900

The present headcrest definitely stands apart from 
the other masks of the corpus by its sculptural 
qualities but also its great age. The surface of the 
mask, whose neck was partly devoured by insects, 
indicates the object remained in the village and 
was used intermittently over a long period.

Here, the carver succeeded in creating a powerful 
face of startling monumentality, regal presence, 
and hypnotic expressiveness, and at the same time, 
he gave it a twist of elegance and gracefulness, with 
this tall narrow neck and heavy headdress which 
rises in the air, stretching the head backward dy-
namically, yet with an impression of lightness. 

By looking closely at its headdress, it appears that it 
is intricately decorated with stylized tarantulas. The 
Bamum, like the Bamileke, believe their ancestors 
return to the earth when they depart, and because 
spiders burrow into the earth they are revered as 
the link between the living and the ancestors.

On another level, this head crest evokes certain 
sculptures of Pablo Picasso depicting his young mis-
tress Marie-Thérèse Walter, but more importantly 
it echoes the influence of early Bamum art on Ger-
man expressionism and particularly on the work 
of Karl Schmidt-Rottluff and Ludwig Kirchner.

For a famous  tungunga in the Ndam nji Mare style, 
previously in the collection of French painter Mau-
rice Vlaminck see Sotheby’s, New York, Saul & 
Marsha Stanoff collection, 17 May, lot 22. 
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	 A	ROYAL	HEAD	CREST	

	 	 	 	 	 	 		by Dr. Bettina von Lintig

An iconic photo¹ (see previous page) shows male and female masks in use at a «patambuo» dance per-
formance in Fumban2. All of the masks were danced by men. Their wearers, seen standing in King 
Njoya’s large palace court before a throng of onlookers, appear superhuman and gigantic. They carry 
noisemakers which they shake as they perform. Only the head portion of each one’s dance crest is vi-
sible, and the neck portion beneath it is surrounded by a thick ring of ruffled raffia vegetal fibers.

These head crests are of the same type as the one presented here and the Galerie Martin Doustar exa-
mple is very probably even on the photograph. The head crest on the far left of the image is leaning to 
the left as its wearer bends over towards the audience and only the striking and distinctive openwork 
structure atop it can be made out.

In the course of time, this structure (as well as the long thin neck beneath the face of the mask) sustained 
some minor damages.

This photo of the patambuo dance was taken in the course of a nja festival which several photographers 
are known to have taken pictures of, and which was held sometime between December 31st 1911 and 
January 30th 1912.3

“The most important events involving the use of masks were indeed those that were held as part of the 
nja festivals (the equivalent of the annual nsia festivals in Banso, the ebin in Bafut, the aben in Nsei, and 
the lela in Bali). They usually took place around November or December, when the sorghum harvests 
marked the beginning of the dry season.”4

Most of the equipment and objects that appear on historical images by various photographers of the 
ceremony date to well before they took their photos, since the festival was only produced at the behest of 
the Germans who were at the Kuti agricultural station some fifteen kilometers from Bamum at the time. 
They urged the king to present traditional masked events to German visitors. It is well known that King 
Njoya (circa 1886-1933) was particularly well disposed towards the Germans. He was eager to maintain 
Bamum’s independence, and thus allied himself with the Germans in such a way as to be able to obtain 
a degree of freedom that hardly any other chief in the Grasslands would be allowed to enjoy.⁵

1 Taken by Rudolf and/or Helene Oldenburg who were in Kuti, some 15 kilometers from Fumban, the seat of power for
  the Bamum area, from 1907 through the end of 1912. Weltmuseum Wien, inv. #49900.
2 Harter, Pierre; Arts Anciens du Cameroun, Arnouville, 1986, p. 168,  #218; Geary, Christraud; Bamum, 
 Milan/Brussels, 2011, p. 31.
3 Oldenburg’s photographs called “the nscha dances” are not dated but they are obviously of the same ceremony that
  Marie Pauline Thornbecke witnessed and photographed during her stay in Fumban, whose dates are known. 
 See Geary, Christraud; Photographie als kunst-historische Quelle;.Das nja-Fest der Bamum (Kamerun) im späten 19.  
 und frühen 20. Jahrhundert  in Szalay, Miklos (ed.) Der Sinn des Schönen; Munich, 1990, page 119.

King Njoya of Bamum, Fumban, photographed by a German officer circa 1910

Njoya had supported a revival of the traditional dances and ceremonies after they had fallen out of favor 
and largely supplanted by horseback tournaments similar to those of the neighboring Fulbe. Indeed, 
the king, the royal family and all their next of kin, had converted to Islam between 1895 and 1897. Sim-
ply stated, the new religion was seen as “war medicine”⁶. Young King Njoya had after all succeeded in 
quashing a revolt in Bamum with the help of the cavalry of Umaro of Banjo. German colonials urged 
that the equestrian games be abandoned because of their gruesome and violent nature.

The large open area in front of the long palace served as a stage for the nja. On the day of the festival, the 
palace façade was decorated with valuable fabrics and textiles. The king’s throne was set onto an elevated 
mound of earth in front of it, and the ceremony actually only began when the king finally strode out 
wearing his finest apparel through the central entry to the palace and took his place on that throne. In 
1912, King Njoya wore the most highly-prized materials of his time, which came from both Europe and 
Nigeria. He was surrounded by hundreds of his wives. The nja was in fact a kind of play that followed a 
specific choreographic sequence and was a vehicle for the self-promotion and portrayal of the Bamum 
monarchy’s inner circle. It was produced for the last time in the second decade of the 20th century.⁷

4 Harter, 1986 (as in note 2), page 168.
5 Geary, 1990 (as in note 3), page 119.
6 Tardits, Claude; Pursue to Attain: a Royal Religion in African Crossroads, J. Fowler, D. Zeitlyn (ed.) Oxford, 1996, p.145.
7 The French colonial administration dissolved the palace organization in 1924. A wonderful description and analysis  
 of the ceremony is given by Christraud Geary in her essay Photographie als kunsthistorische Quelle. Das nja-Fest der  
 Bamum (Kamerun) im späten 19. und frühen 20. Jahrhundert (as in note3), pages 113-177.
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This is the cultural context that the Galerie Martin Doustar head crest comes from. The 
openwork element at its top would suggest it is male. The “female” masks of the patambuo gene-
rally wore a circular cap. The sex cannot however be determined with complete certainty here.

The openwork structure at the top displays designs that represent the web-weaving spider 
“kuen- tongfoe, a welcome guest in any home as a symbol of peace and protection (not to be 
confused with the designs of the earth spider of divination practices.”⁸

The Bamum ascribe different attributes to all animals but especially to wild ones, and they also 
associate specific creatures with people in specific social positions. 

Stylistically and formally, the head of the Galerie Martin Doustar mask resembles the head of 
the female figure that is part of a pair of presumably 19th century protective figures (31.2 cm 
and 28.7 cm) that were collected in 1911 or 1912 in Bamum at the time of the same nja festival.9 
The ceremony at which the mask appeared was not just a socio-political allegory, but an expres-
sion of the cosmic order and classification.

Nowadays one might ask oneself why a mask like this would have been sold. Christraud Geary 
considers the possibility that the “nja ceremony also functioned as a means of displaying wares 
to potential buyers.”1⁰

Prince Njasse-Njoya, who was once responsible for the museum of the palace of Fumban in 
Bamum, gave an indirect answer to this question when he suggested that even in Bamum the 
meaning of masks could change over time. While artists might originally have been commis-
sioned to create them for reasons relating to war and victory dances in the 19th century, they 
could still subsequently, in the peaceful times of the early 20th century, appear at large collective 
gatherings. The meaning and the “sacredness” of the masks did indeed depend on the circums-
tances in which they were used, and the people that used them.11

A mask like this can thus be seen as an artwork that has a certain independence. Perhaps it can 
be thought of as having a resemblance to a chameleon that can change color, or in the case of 
the mask, change meaning according to its surroundings.

     (translated from the German by David Rosenthal)

8 Gebauer, Paul; Art of Cameroon, Portland/New York, 1979, page 375.
9 Reiss-Engelhorn-Museen Mannheim, Inv.no. IV AF 4903. Acquired 1912 from Franz Thorbecke. 
 Cf.. Born, Klaus; Skulpturen aus Kamerun; Sammlung Thorbecke 1911/12; Mannheim 1981, p.29,  #39.
10 Geary, 1990 (as in note 3), page 124.
11 Les Rois Sculpteurs: Musée des Arts D’Afrique et D’Océanie; (ed.) Paris 1993, pages 206-207. 
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   11  ROYAL SCULPTURE

    Bamileke, Grasslands, Cameroon, 1800-1900
    Wood
    Height : 108 cm

    Provenance  Allan Stone collection, New York (circa 1970-1980)
      Sotheby’s, New York, 15 Nov. 2013, lot 89

Author of numerous books about the art of Cameroon, Tamara Northern (Minneapolis, Sept. 
2013) wrote of this unique, highly important sculpture, an article titled  “A Bamileke Royal Treas-
ury Sculpture”. 

“The art of the three culture areas of the Cameroon Grassfields—Northwest Province, Bamileke, 
and Bamum—has in common figures, masks, and associated paraphernalia which are charac-
terized by a certain grandeur generated by their volume and height encompassing human and 
animal features in a visual statement, or declaration, of an exuberant presence well recognized by 
its collectors in our world as well and foremost by the African practitioners of its use—usually an 
exalted and restricted one—in the Grassfields.     
In the hierarchically structured communities of the Grassfields the negotiation of political and 
social authority, the governance of the realm, is vested in the relationship between the Fon (king) 
and the kingdom’s regulatory societies, the Fon being the ultimate sacred and ritual authority 
based on his access to otherworldly supernatural phenomena, the moral authority of his royal 
ancestors, and a mystical-magical belief in his invincibility: as long as the Fon moves within the 
canon sanctioned by history and tradition he is beyond reprove and guarantor of his peoples’ 
well being.  Virtually all of a kingdom’s art in the form of figures and masks serves the purpose of 
demonstrating this function at critical events such as royal accession rituals and funerals whereby 
sculpted figures operate/move primarily in the palace context whereas a multiplicity of masks is 
shared by the regulatory societies of notables in public performances.
This rare sculpture fits within the context of only two other objects (one in the collection of Mur-
ray Frum, Toronto; the other in a private collection) approximately sharing its size, figural rep-
resentations including nude male and female couples as part of the openwork superstructure, and 
therewith its importance.  This two-tiered sculpture with a massive head as socle for the second 
tier of a male and female figure flanked by two masks, all facing in opposite directions, can be seen 
as one of those peak ritual objects of Bamileke realism—strong limbs, shoulders, pectorals/breasts 
and a well fed belly—celebrating by its monumentality the strength of the kingdom.  It would have 
been a bravura exhibition piece at an important event in the palace context.  



The nudity of the figures void of the usual status accoutrements lifts the sculpture to elemental life, freed 
by its ritual of presentation and thus introducing its rare quality among other figural sculptures.  The 
male and female figures in their stark unabashed and entirely unadorned nudity depict robust life with 
its promise of the ever expected fertility in the universe of humans and nature.  Their facial features 
echo those of the massive base head whose prominent bulging eyes and inflated cheeks pressing upon a 
pinched squarish mouth draw every viewer’s attention. 

Among other elements of note, the Fon’s gain from his ancestral relationship is an essential life force, a 
vital essence that infuses humans and animals and determines the moral order of their shared world.  
This potent life essence thought of as breath, blood, saliva, and semen—reference to the exposed genita-
lia of the figures and evidence of a well ordered visually integrative system of representation.
This life essence acts in multiple ways from its seat in the belly of the king.  A breath is drawn and held 
in the inflated cheeks to be emitted as speech: the royal word, the edict; to be blown upon and fertilize 
fields; as saliva to generate fecundity.  In this phenomenon lodges the art’s ubiquitous characteristic of 
rotund cheeks and open mouths. Here the masks’ exposed teeth in a square mouth add an aura of ag-
gression, likely symbolic of a certain anxiety of oppression experienced through the regulatory societies, 
and remarked upon by villagers.  Prominently inflated cheeks are a constant feature of Grassfields’ art, 
mostly misunderstood by outsiders as a kind of peasants’ joviality.   These features symbolize the power 
and potency of the king who is the vessel and transmitter of life force to his people. 

The two diminutive masks in the openwork superstructure have additional reinforcing symbols.  One is 
an abstracted spider, the other, hard to read, four geometrized serpents, also echoing the striations and 
central part of all Batcham masks hair dresses.  The spider motif is a common favourite in Grassfields’ 
art.  Relying on the old universal wisdom “that certain animals are good to think with” the spider is be-
lieved to be a bridge to the unknown, past and future.  This nocturnal earth spider, living underground, 
is linked to the ancestors as agents of moral order and is trusted to be wise and prescient in human 
affairs making it an appropriate icon of wisdom.”

Bettina Von Lintig, another authority on the 
art of Cameroon, believes that “the round eyes 
with broad eyelids and the manner in which 
the spider symbol is rendered lead (...) to be-
lieve that this object can be attributed to the 
Aghem Fungom or Bamenda regions of North-
west Province in the Cameroonian Grasslands. 
She further writes : “The careful and artful way 
in which the sculptor fashioned this openwork 
structure and integrated symbols known from 
other Grasslands objects into it lead us to be-
lieve that the work was commissioned from him 
by a chief or king as one of his insignia objects.

Rare procession mask, Baleng region (photo by R. Lecoq)

Biblio.: Raymond LECOQ, Les Bamiléké, Présence Africaine
Aux Editions Africaines, Paris 1953, page 144, n°117
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   12  PRESTIGE STOOLS

    Bamileke, Grasslands, Cameroon, 1800-1900
    Wood, ochre pigment
    Height : 45 cm (a) and 37 cm (b)

    Provenance Private collection, Berlin  (a)

      Max and Berthe Kofler-Erni, Riehen (b)

These two extremely ancient examples of prestige stool originates from the Cameroon Grasslands.
They show a panther in two different postures, carved in two different styles. On the first stool, the 
animal is bouncing, and this dynamic is accentuated by the fact the base of the sculpture is totally 
worn and missing. Here, the carving is rough, nervous and very expressive. On the other exam-
ple, the animal has a grimacing smile, he appears to be ready to pounce but the carving is more 
rounded and soft. The surface of both sculptures shows extensive erosion due to natural elements.



(b)



   13  A MAGNIFICIENT ATWONZEN

    Dschang region, Bamileke people, Northwestern Cameroon, 1700-1800
    Wood, glass beads, natural fiber, cauris
    Height :  22 cm

    Provenance  Collection Herz, Germany
      Sotheby’s London, 2 July 1990, lot 116
      The William B. Ziff. collection, New York

    Publication P. Harter, Arts Anciens du Cameroun, 1986, p. 121, fig. 150

    

In 1984, Pierre Harter counted only 6 beaded heads in his reference book “Arts anciens du Camer-
oun”.  Since then, only one more atwonzen appeared on the market, bringing the total to 7. Clearly, 
we are in front of an extremely tight corpus. Although we don’t know much about the initial prov-
enance of some of these royal objects, they are pretty well documented now with the remarkable 
essay published by Dr Bettina von Lintig in the following chapter of this catalogue.
It appears that two of these heads are now in public collections, one in the De Menil Foundation 
in Houston, the other one in the Musée du Quai Branly. The four others that were inventoried 
previously were all in some of the most prestigious private collections of african art : Allan Stone, 
Murray Frum, Pierre Harter, and Bill Ziff, probably the most important collector of Primitive art 
in the second half of the twentieth century. This latter example, the only one published in Pierre 
Harter’s volume, is illustrated above. By the complexity and richness of his beadwork, but also 
by the striking expression of death achieved by the artist, we can probably consider the Bill Ziff 
atwonzen as the most beautiful of the whole corpus.
The clarity of the designs and the iconography are here particularly remarkable. All the cosmog-
ony of the Bamileke is illustrated here in a composition of unmatched elegance and creativity. 
As the most important attributes destinated to the king or the Fon, and made by the best artisans 
of the royal court, the atwonzen were stored with great care, explaining the excellent state of 
conservation on most of them. Despite their great age, attested by the informations gathered by 
Pierre Harter and the early provenance of the example collected by Léon Truitard in the late 1920’s 
(Murrray Frum collection), these works remain incredibly contemporary and universal. 
All resumed, these are certainly some of the reasons why we can consider the atwonzen  as one of 
the icons of African Art.

For further deails about this atwonzen please refer to Bettina von Lintig’s text, pages 55, 60-65.

Biblio. : HARTER, Arts Anciens du Cameroun, 1986, Arts d’Afrique Noire, Arnouville. Page 249, P. XXVI.
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A decorated skull from northwestern Cameroon, precursor of the finely beaded atwonzen (Museum für Völkerkunde, München. No. 05. 280.)

A T W O N Z E N
A text by Dr. Bettina von Lintig

(translated from the German by David Rosenthal)

The Atwonzen Beaded Trophies

The term atwonzen means the representation of a human skull in the Grasslands of Came-
roon, and is described as “figuration de crâne humain” in french.¹ The word is however not 
only used to designate wooden representations of skulls but also for trophy heads that have 
been artistically enhanced. Atwonzen are, for instance, often decorated or covered with beads 
or cowrie shells.

One must distinguish between the way in which atwonzen are handled and the cult of the 
ancestors practiced in the Cameroonian Grasslands that includes the worship of the skulls of 
the deceased.

To the best of my knowledge, renderings of skulls of the heads of enemies slain in battle by 
the Bamileke in the Dschang area, east of the Western Bangwa region, were first described in 
detail by Harter in the beginning of the 1970s.²

However, a publication that dates to 1919/1920 called «Ueber Skelettkult und verwandte Vors-
tellungen» (On the Skeleton Cult and Related Ideas) mentions a decorated skull sewn in linen 
from Northwest Cameroon that can be identified as an atwonzen. Hair, eyebrows and lips are 
denoted using a backstitching technique on this example, and the orbital cavities are surroun-
ded by a circle of sewn on cowries (see photo opposite page).

This object (Inv. #5.280) has been in the collections of Munich’s Five Continents Museum for a 
very long time, and was collected in the Bamileke area. The author of the article that mentions 
this trophy skull appears to have had no knowledge of how it was used.³ He suggests that the 
object represents an attempt to create a naturalistic copy of a head.

Let us now examine atwonzen from the Bamileke area around Dschang as defined by Harter 
and Perrois/Notué. Wooden representations of skulls are known from this region which, af-
ter having been wrapped with a raffia fabric, are completely covered with beads and cowrie 
shells, and sometimes also with a valuable locally produced indigo-dyed Batik fabric, or other 
imported additions like metal buttons. One of these, whose decorations are now lacking, has 
a particularly fierce expression.⁴
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Another atwonzen from this area that has remained intact has a wooden core and is covered 
with beads (photo above). It is a very abstract depiction of the skull of a deceased individual and 
is all the more frightening because of that. The eyes are two dark “windows” rendered with most-
ly black beads, a few blue ones, and a pair white beads in the center that make a very eerie im-
pression. The nose and the cheeks are partly overlaid with light green beads, while the forehead 
and the lower jaw are decorated with white, black and rose colored glass beads arranged in trian-
gular formations. There are beaded chevrons at the temples with their points facing upwards. 
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Left page : The same atwonzen now in the Musée du Quai Branly, Paris

1  Glossaire, L. Perrois/ J.-P. Notué; Rois et sculpteurs de l’ouest-Cameroun. La panthère et la mygale.
        Karthala-Orstom, Paris 1997, page 36
2  Harter, P., Le crane humain, Arts d’Afrique Noire, #2, 1972, pages 4-11
3  Martin, R. Ueber Skelettkult und verwandte Vorstellungen. Mitteilungen der Geographisch-Ethnographischen Gese- 
 llschaft Zürich, 1919/20, Vol. 20. p. 42-43. “If pieces of shells, fruit seeds or beads are put in the pieces of wood or in
 the earthy mass that fills the orbs, often the appearance of a living eye is achieved in a surprising way. [...] A skull from
  Northwest Cameroon, possessed by the Museum for Ethnology in Munich [….] goes even further in completing the
  soft features; it is completely knit in colored linen and indicates the hair, eyebrows and lips with a kind of backstitching.”
4  This example is on display at the Musée du Quai Branly in Paris (Inv. #AP 92.37)
5  Harter, P., Arts Anciens du Cameroun, Arnouville, 1986, p. 249, and Harter, P., op. cit. in note 2, p. 9

The meaning these geometrical “signs” 
have in the indigenous culture will be 
touched upon later in the text, and spe-
cifically with relation to Galerie Martin 
Doustar’s atwonzen example. Three old 
cowrie shells in the gaping open mouth 
denote seemingly damaged teeth. Curls 
of hair on the head are also depicted with 
cowrie shells, which were formerly also 
used as currency. They hang from red 
cylindrical beads of varying lengths that 
were similarly used in commercial ex-
changes in the Cameroonian Grasslands.

Much is known about the social bio-
graphy of the Musée du Quai Branly 
atwonzen and it is definitely very old. It 
also serves as a point of reference for other 
artifacts of this kind. The Fon Feinboy 
N’Kette, chief of the Bamileke of Nkapa, 
inherited it as a member of the 6th gene-
ration of his ancestor Kemetelemo, be-
fore it subsequently became the property 
of collector and physician Pierre Har-
ter, who also practiced in Cameroon.⁵
The Fon described the function and 
use of this heirloom piece to Pierre 
Harter in 1957, and explained that it 
was a chief ’s insignia object. There is a 
means for attachment on the back of it, 
through which a strap made of buffalo 
hide or wukari fabric could be passed. 

The Fon Feinboy N’Kette holding the atwonzen of his ancestor
 (Photo Pierre Harter)
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The atwonzen hung from this strap around the chief ’s neck while he performed the Nzen victory dance. 
This impressive dance lasted for some time, and as he moved, the chief held the object with his hands 
and swayed it back and forth, in such a way as to cause the cowrie shells strands to bump against one 
another and to produce a soft sound. In spite of the fact that the ceremony was solemn and quiet, it was 
of martial nature, and took place within the framework of a larger performance at which masks also 
appeared. During the Nzen dance, warriors drank from skull calottes and some also carried a small 
calabash that contained “magical” medicines. The latter were believed to offer protection against the 
potentially maleficent spirits of the vanquished enemies. Lower jaws hung from the calabashes as well. 
The calabashes were also used in the in the Bamum region, where they were called tungou.⁶

In Foto, in the Dschang area, at the beginning of the 20th century, the chief himself or one of his notables 
appeared within the context of mourning ceremonies wearing a wooden dance ornament atop his head 
that was a representation of a head. Its mouth had bamboo teeth and red glass beads in it as well. This 
headdress was rougher or coarser but otherwise quite similar to the Cross River area headdresses that 
had a smoother surface or were covered with hide⁷. The addition of elements like human hair, inlaid 
eyes and teeth of bamboo give these heads that are held in a rattan armature, an appearance that is 
quite realistic rather than abstract. Such headdress masks are more generally known from the Anyang, 
Banyang, Boki and Ejagham.

Among the Bangwa of the Highlands, at the edge of the forest where the aforemetioned groups live, 
masks like this are used by the ngkpwe secret society. It is assumed that they are adaptations of the Cross 
River types of masks. These ngkpwe are also wooden heads, tied onto a platform and then fastened onto 
the head of the wearer. One characteristic is their comparatively small size. They are usually surmounted 
by horns, or an approximation of horns, that often resemble muddied hair-styles. The mask represents 
physical prowess - whether that of the conqueror or that of the conquered cannot be ascertained.⁸

Already in 1903, a rare leather covered human skull in a rattan armature - a dance headdress in other 
words - entered the collections of a German museum. It came from the Bangwa region⁹, and it had pro-
bably been an object used by the ngkpwe association. (see photo opposite page)

The few known examples of these headdress-masks that feature a real human skull gave rise to the idea 
that these were the original form of this genre in the Cross River and forest areas, and that they repre-
sented the heads of vanquished enemies.

Atwonzen were construed as being a more abstract and evolved version of the dance headdress-mask. 
The atwonzen however, loaded as they are with symbolic decorative elements, differ from the headdress 
masks, and unlike the masks, are chiefly insignia.

Brain and Pollock translate the ngkpwe as “challenge society”¹⁰ in their description of the performance 
of the members of this group at a mourning ceremony in the end of the 1960s :

6  Harter, P., 1971, op. cit. in note 2, page 10.
7  Harter, P., 1986, op. cit. in note 5, page 249.
8  Brain, Robert and Pollock, Adam, Bangwa Funerary Sculpture, London 1971, page 89.
9  Linden Museum Stuttgart, Inv. 33561, collected by Oberleutnant von Houben.
10  Brain, Robert and Pollock, Adam, op. cit. in note 8, page 89.
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.
Atwonzen from Dschang region that losts its beadwork   Human skull covered with leather, Linden Museum, Stuttgart
Musée du Quai Branly, Paris (ex. Pierre Harter collection)  

“Then at the top of the steps appears a high, robed figure, swathed from top to toe in sheets of woven 
plantain fibre or sacking. Two feet are added to his height by the mask on top of his head which is enti-
rely concealed from view by cloth, which forms a kind of veil over his face. A large circular food-basket 
is tied to his shoulders, under the robe, giving him a monstrous humpbacked appearance. He is escorted 
by men in loincloths, all carrying in one hand a cutlass and, in the other, a bundle tied up with leaves. 
This bundle contains the skull of a slain enemy or its imitation – an animal’s skull or a round stone. 
Slowly the group of Challenge dancers moves round the field, to the cross-rhythms of three drums 
which are played in the middle. The widows still maintain their slow shuffle, but their singing has stop-
ped. The masker is joined by a second and a third. They dance back and forth, holding their billowing 
cloths like mannequins.”11

Genuine examples of beaded skulls are known from both Fontem and Foto. The example from Fontem 
has radiating bead rosettes on the neck.¹²

Decorated skulls of deceased individuals have always been at the center of religious reflection and consi-
derations in many of the world’s cultures.¹³ They have been used to counter maleficent influences and to 
conjure and appeal to beneficent ones.

The atwonzen which will be examined in greater detail as artifacts after the following part are however 
made of wood.

11  Brain, Robert and Pollock, Adam, op. cit. in note 8, page 92.
12 Harter, P., op. cit. in note 5, page 249.
13 «La mort n’en saura rien», exhibition at the Musée national des Arts d’Afrique et d’Océanie, Paris, 1999
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War Trophies

Headhunting was not the purpose of war in West Africa, but it was nonetheless customary in the Ca-
meroonian Grasslands to decapitate a vanquished enemy, to keep this war ”trophy” and to make ritual 
use of it.¹⁴

There were killings in the Grasslands in the course of territorial conquests and razzias or forays were un-
dertaken by several of the more powerful chiefdoms in the 19th century and earlier. There are numerous 
records of pre-colonial wars in the Grasslands.

From the Bamum area that borders on the Bamileke one, and is culturally a part of the Grasslands, there 
is a record that tells the story from the Bamum point of view, and not from that of foreign historians or 
neutral sources.

King Njoya’s written accounts of the oral traditions describe the men of Bamum as the loyal warriors of 
their chiefs, and according to this narrative, they “defined their identity primarily in an idiom stressing 
warlike demeanor.”¹⁵

The orally transmitted portrait of King Mbuembue of Bamum, who lived in the first half of the 19th cen-
tury, is one of a charismatic warrior king. “His military vigor is transposed into an idealized description 
of his appearance in terms of strength and flamboyance.”¹⁶ Kings who did not up to the ideal of strong 
leadership are dismissed in the historical accounts with brief statements like this: “Ngapna succeeded 
MoNguu, but did not do anything. He lived off what the hands of Nshare [the founder king of Bamum] 
had done.”¹⁷ The authors also emphasize and stress the importance and significance of the enemy’s 
head. Decapitations in the course of battle are mentioned repeatedly, and one description even includes 
a metaphor: “You love the war, is the head of a man not your nourishment?”¹⁸

The Bamum warriors were distributed into several armies and attacked their enemies ferociously under 
the leadership of the tu panka, the “head of the guards”. The king often joined in the warfare. When 
there was a victory, the defeated chiefdom was incorporated into the Bamum kingdom, and the latter 
grew substantially in the course of the 19th century as a result of these wars of annexation. There was a 
celebration after every successful campaign, which was called ngu among the Bamum. In the course of 
this celebration the warriors received gifts from the king. They danced with their skull trophies.¹⁹ 
A photo (opposite page) taken in 1906 shows the heirs of examples of such skull trophies holding them. 

14 Harter, P., 1971, op. cit. in note 2, page 8.
15 Geary, Christraud M., Messages and Meanings of African Courts Arts: Warrior Figures from the Bamum Kingdom, in:
  Art Journal, Vol. 47, No.2, Summer 1988, page 104: “Eyewitness accounts and traditions narrated at the turn of the
  century about Bamum history and society were recorded at the royal court in a script invented by the then King Njoya
  and his courtiers. The editing of this history began in 1910 and was closely supervised and censored by the king, so
  that it represents the ‘official version’ of Bamum history as perceived by the king and the Bamum elite”.
16 Geary, Christraud M., op. cit. in note 15, page 112, note 10.
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«King-kang festival, the check-patterend clothes are made of bark. Bamum. (In their hands they are holding human skulls)»
Photo by Eugen Schwarz. Date: 01 Jan. 1907-31 Dec. 1911. Basel Mission Arichives E-30.31.017.

We lack the written information we have for the Bamum for the Bamileke groups around Dschang and 
the Highlands Bangwa where the atwonzen we are discussing are from. While we thus have no hard 
evidence that there was war, we can nonetheless be certain there was. We have already mentioned the 
“challenge society” of the Bangwa groups, and their dance headdresses. Ngkpwe was also clearly a war-
rior’s society. The killing of an enemy and the presentation to the chief of his severed head is said to have 
been the requirement for admission to the society. In pre-colonial times, the members of the ngkpwe 
group were in the service of their chief. Together with the “night society”, it was their responsibility 
to uphold rights and maintain order. “Challenge seems to date from the time when the Bangwa and 
their Mbo neigbours fought incessant guerrilla wars for human booty and rights over rich forest palm 
groves.” The chiefs of the Bangwa, who had agents ²⁰ working for them as middlemen in specific areas, 
were in competition for trade with the Banyang, their neighbors in the forest. Long distance trade routes 
crossed Bangwa territory. They continued towards Bamum and also to the Bamenda region. Through 
trade, the inland groups gained access to European manufactured glass beads.

17  Njoya, Idrissou Mborou, Histoire et Coutumes des Bamum, traduction du pasteur Henri Martin,
 Mémoires de l’I.F.A.N., Série Populations no. 5, 1952.
18 Geary, Christraud M., op. cit. in note 15, pages 105-106.
19 Geary, Christraud M., op. cit. in note 15, page 106.
20 Brain, Robert and Pollock, Adam, op. cit. in note 8, page 89.
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The Bead-covered Atwonzen as Symbols

The atwonzen with accoutrements like beads, cowrie shells, buffalo hide, “royal” cloth and sometimes 
brass ornaments, were chiefly insignia.

Access to imported glass beads was still extremely limited in the 19th century, and they were conse-
quently highly prized and expensive. Not all kinds of beads were accepted as currency for barter in the 
interior, and various conclusions can be drawn on the basis of the types of beads one observes on the 
atwonzen.

The color arrangement and the disposition of the beads on the Galerie Martin Doustar atwonzen are 
particularly beautiful. The eyes are star-shaped radiating rosettes with light green bead triangles sur-
rounded by a black bead edge. Rose colored beads fill spaces between them, and white beads form small 
triangles. The nose is also artfully rendered and covered with green, black and rose beads. Lozenges and 
half-lozenges are seen on the forehead. Black beads define their edges, while ochre, light blue and again 
black fields occur within them. A number of tassels of multi-colored beads, each with a cowrie shell at 
its end, hang onto the forehead. Some of the beads are very small, and display blue and white striping. 
The upper part of the head is covered with blackish-blue felt. The indigo dyed beige-blue Batik fabric 
beneath it is visible in places. This type of fabric is a sign of rank.

The lozenges are smaller on the sides of 
the head and the very skilled bead workers 
who prepared this object altered the color 
patterns here. The lower part of the face is 
rendered with zigzag designs and triangles 
in green, rose, and light-blue colors.

The half-open mouth has reddish-brown 
fabric inside it, and five cowrie shells in-
dicate the bared teeth. The lips are com-
posed of one row of red beads framed by 
one row of light-blue beads.

The back of the atwonzen is flat, and 
equipped with a buffalo hide loop that 
could be used as a carrying strap or a 
means of hanging the object. The outside 
edge of the face is decorated with cylin-
drical beads that are bluish-black, reddish
-brown and circular beads that are white.

A particularly interesting attribute of this 
atwonzen is the abstract light-green design 
with black edges seen above the temples.

Right : Courtesy Galerie Martin Doustar, Brussels
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It is the representation of an amphibian, a frog or a toad. 
This abstract design is a local symbol of fertility in gene-
ral, and of life, which it is surprising to see in this context.

Two other atwonzen, which are attributed to the same 
group of artists in the Bamileke area on account of their 
composition and the way they were manufactured, are 
currently in private collections. 

The sign or symbol on the temple of one of these objects 
is barely identifiable, and it is only when it is compared 
with the Galerie Martin Doustar atwonzen that it beco-
mes clear that it is also an abstract representation of a 
frog or a toad (photo above). 
The symbol is equally difficult to read in the third 
atwonzen from this workshop, collected by french Go-
vernor Léon Truitard in the late 1920’s. It was carried on 
a band that was abundantly decorated with cowrie shells 
(see photo below).²¹

21 Falgayrettes-Leveau, Christiane, and Stephan, Lucien; Formes et 
Couleurs. Sculptures de L’Afrique Noire. Editions Dapper, Paris 1993, p. 4

Below : The atwonzen from Murray Frum collection, Ex. Léon Truitard

Above : Ex. Allan Stone collection, New York
Private collection, Courtesy Christie’s, New York
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So what did the atwonzen decorated with beads, cowrie shells and sometimes metal 
ornaments symbolize?

In light of the military and martial situations their creation was apparently associate with, it is reaso-
nable to assume that they represent bridges that connect the living with the deceased. Since precious 
materials like imported beads and cowrie shells were used in their manufacture, it is clear that they were 
signs of the social prestige of chiefs, especially those who had the power, means and resources to main-
tain groups of warriors under their command. An abundance of glass beads was in and of itself an indi-
cation of fertility and life. As artworks and ritual objects, the atwonzen must have functioned as shields 
against the horror and fear that both victors and the vanquished would have experienced in warfare.

Where the glass beads are concerned, it is important to remember that not all varieties were accepted by 
Grasslands buyers, and that demand existed only for certain types of beads - specifically those that had 
been in use in the area for a long time. Nonetheless, fashions could and did change over time. The first 
glass beads arrived at the beginning of the 17th century and were manufactured in Murano near Venice. 
They were soon followed by beads made in Bohemia, and then by yet others from the Netherlands, 
Germany and France.²²

The Galerie Martin Doustar atwonzen has blocks of reddish brown and dark blue long cylindrical beads 
at the sides of the head. A field of white beads stands out between them. The tubular beads were pur-
chased and delivered in bundles of longer lengths, and the artists that made use of them could thus 
cut them to size according to their requirements. The cuts can be observed on the reddish brown and 
blue-black beads on this object. Many researchers believe that a long time ago, the blue glass beads imi-
tated Phoenician and Carthaginian Lapis-lazuli beads and might have been intended to replace them.²³

It is also conceivable that the European tubular beads had Arabian predecessors that reached the Ca-
meroonian Grasslands on overland trade routes.²⁴ Cylindrical beads are obviously less well suited to 
covering the surfaces of a sculpture than small round ones, and they are used here only along the flat 
edges of the work.

The Bamileke bead workers preferred granular beads, also because they are more stable. What are called 
perles étirées granulaires in French, pound beads in English, and foutomtcha by the Bamileke, are small 
spherical beads the size of a sewing needle head with a hole in the middle of them. The older types vary 
a great deal in size, and the size of their holes is also not consistent, while more recent beads are smaller 
and more regular due to the fact that they were mechanically produced.²⁵

22 Harter, Pierre; Les perles de verre au Cameroun, Arts d’Afrique Noire, No 40, 1981, pages 6-22.
23 Monod, T.; quoted by Pierre Harter, op. cit. in note 5, page 119.
24 Harter, P., 1986, op. cit. in note 5, page 119.
25 Harter, P., 1986, op. cit. in note 5, page 123.
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With only a few exceptions, the granular beads from the Grasslands are made of opaque glass. Certain 
colors were preferred, for instance the black mixed with some dark blue, as can be observed on this 
atwonzen defining the contours of the various geometric forms. Black is a symbol of the night and evokes 
the “great mysteries of relationships,” and is sometimes also a reference to the conflicts between the li-
ving and the dead. The color is obtained from land charred in preparation for cultivation or from soot.

White, which is used sparingly on the Galerie Martin Doustar atwonzen, is the color of the deceased, 
and represents the paleness of their bones, but it is also a symbol of purity. It can ward off maleficent 
magic, and can be used to keep misfortune at bay. White is a universal element in traditional medicine 
rituals all over Africa. It is obtained from kaolin.

Rarer colors of opaque glass beads - sky blue, light green, dark rose, gold-yellow, or chrome for example²⁶- 
were also used in Bamileke chiefdoms, and can be observed on the atwonzen we are examining here.

                    
                  

Harter states : “The monetary value of 
these atwonzen was only recognized in 
the Bamileke region, and that explains 
the greater frequency of beaded objects 
in the Southern Grasslands. Elsewhere, 
other pre-colonial currencies were in 
use. On the Bamenda Plateau, iron hoes 
were used in exchanges as a result of the 
fact that the area produced a great deal 
of iron. They were sometimes replaced 
with plaques made of two stylized hoes 
welded together at their points, or by 
symbolic machete blades. The brass rods 
or twisted Manilla bracelets from Calabar 
were especially used in the west, begin-
ning in Babanki. The cowrie shells, im-
ported from the north and northwest by 
the Hausa and the Fulbe, were used pre-
dominantly in the Eastern Grasslands.”²⁷

Left : Atwonze. Private collection, ex. Pierre Harter
Sotheby’s, Paris. 30 Nov. 2010, lot 90. Height : 24 cm

26  Harter, P., 1986, op. cit. in note 5, p. 123.
27 Harter, P., 1986, op. cit. in note 5, p. 123.
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“Abstraction and Empathy”

One particularity of the atwonzen is the symbolic glass bead representations one observes on them. The 
Galerie Martin Doustar example has zigzag lines, triangles and rosettes with radiating star points, and 
the very striking representations of a frog or a toad at the temples.
This last characteristic deserves closer scrutiny: these amphibians have esoteric and mythical signifi-
cance in the Cameroonian Grasslands. The Bamileke call them Te tuo and they are believed, along with 
snakes, to have to do with the conception of children. Both are called Po si, or “gods of children”.²⁸
How abstractly this symbol is rendered is a matter of artistic interpretation. Representations range from 
extremely abstract to being easy to recognize even for the uninitiated. Illustrations both in Northern²⁹ 
and Lecoq³⁰ (for Bamum) show the different forms, ranging from completely abstract to realistic, that 
the frog/ toad icon may appear in.

28 Lecoq, Raymond; Les Bamiléké; Editions Présence Africaine, Paris, 1953, p. 210f, #20.
29 Northern, Tamara. The Sign of the Leopard. Beaded Art of Cameroon. The William Benton Museum of Art; 
 University of Conneticut, Storrs, Conneticut, 1975/76. The designs are on page 126 and described on page 127.
30 Lecoq, Raymond. Quelques aspects de l’art bamum. In L’Art Nègre. Présence Africaine, Nos. 10-11,
  Paris 1951, page 179.
31 Northern, Tamara. Op. cit. in note 29. 

The various transitional forms, which can 
be observed on various artworks from the 
Grasslands of Cameroon, are very clearly 
described and presented in the illustration 
in Lecoq’s work on the Bamum, who are 
neighbors to the Bamileke. They begin 
with a naturalistic portrayal of the crea-
ture and end with a meandering repeating 
design that could be used along an edge. 
The frog is associated with female fertility 
in Bamum as well, and fertility is in turn a 
part of the royal identity of a chief and the 
process of renewal he should guarantee.
Rosettes with radiating star points are des-
cribed in Northern’s diagram³¹ (see below) 
as “spider, schematized into a rosette, four 
legs/lines/rays intersecting at right angles 
and diagonally created triangle spaces”. 
The N’gem si giant spider is consulted by 
the Bamileke as an oracle to predict the 
future. The atwonzen’s eyes can be inter-
preted as looking into the future and fore-
telling it. The spider is also associated with 
knowledge, and is a symbol of wisdom.
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(29)

The Galerie Martin Doustar atwonzen has a multi-colored design of lozenge shapes onits forehead. 
Repetitive designs of diamonds, checkerboards or isosceles triangles represent leopard spots and are 
representative of leopards.³² In the Grasslands, the leopard is believed to be the chief ’s alter ego that 
dwells in the wilderness. The predator embodies not only power but also the terrifying aspect of the 
ruler’s identity – a ruler who is capable through witchcraft of assuming other forms in the bush that 
ordinary people can have no idea of. He is a dangerous man. He make life and death decisions. And 
these facts certainly find expression in the artworks from the Grasslands. The Grasslands treasuries and 
repositories housed the many works that represented the chief ’s powers over life and death, and those 
included the atwonzen.³³

Angle and zigzag line designs are a “double-edged sword”, and carry an ambivalence that can be seen 
as similar to the ambivalence with which the chief himself is perceived. The zigzag design is generally 
understood as a “spear icon” in Grasslands art history, and as a symbol of war.³⁴ In spite of the gruesome 
background the atwonzen actually have, several of the few known genuine examples strike Western eyes 
as truly innocent and almost opposed in feeling to the horrors they originally represented.

The Galerie Martin Doustar atwonzen is seen in the well known complete catalog of the few recognized 
examples of these artworks that was published in 1986.³⁵
The skill and mastery of the bead artists that created it are unquestionable. In his first book «Abstraction 
and Empathy», German art historian Wilhelm Worringer attempted to approach traditional “primitive 
art”, which he designated as such without pejorative connotation, as something that could awaken cultu-
ral resonances among peoples from other cultures, and to establish parallels between “art worlds” that 
were thought of as foreign to one another.

 (30) Representation of the frog/toad
 Drawings by R. Lecoq, 1951, p. 179

32 Harter, P.; Les perles de verre au Cameroun; Arts d’Afrique Noire, No. 40, Arnouville, 1981, p. 17.
33 Precursors of the Atwonzen were apparently “bead covered crania of decapitated heads brought back as trophies by
  warriors in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, adorned by master beaders for display at court”. See Dominique
 Malaquais A Robe Fit for a Chief; Record of the Art Museum, Princeton University, vol. 58, no. 1/2, 1999, page 33.
34 Geary, Christraud M., op. cit. in note 15, page 110.
35 Provided Pierre Harter’s list in Arts anciens du Cameroun can be characterized as comprehensive.
  Other examples may exist. Cf. Pierre Harter 1986, op. cit. in note 5, page 249.
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He maintained that art always satisfied a deep psychological need, and that the variety of “art styles” are 
the results of different orientations of a nonetheless common principle to which they are fundamentally 
attributable. He even speaks of an “absolute artistic volition”.³⁶ 

For Worringer, the “urge to abstraction” is at the root of all art³⁷ and “is the outcome of a great inner 
unrest inspired in man by the phenomena of the outside world”.³⁸ He goes on to say that “we might 
describe this state as an immense spiritual dread of space” and that a powerful urge was “to wrest the 
object of the external world out of its natural context, out of the unending flux of being, to purify it of 
all its dependence upon life.”³⁹
His argument is that “the less mankind has succeeded, by virtue of its spiritual cognition, in entering 
into a relation of friendly confidence with the appearance of the outer world, the more forceful is the 
dynamic that leads to the striving after this highest abstract beauty.”⁴⁰

Without even a mention of expressionism in his brief work, which appeared for the first time in 1908, it 
became a “landmark study in the interpretation of modern art” that has seldom been out of print since 
then. His theory of abstraction was enthusiastically received as an avant-garde manifesto by expressio-
nists, by the Blue Rider artistic movement (which included Wassily Kandinsky and Franz Marc), as well 
as by art critics and authors. They all strove to include themselves in Worringer’s narrative of the history 
of the evolution of art.⁴¹

Worringer had written a history of the human need for art insofar which was rooted in his youthful 
ingenuousness and eschewed the conventions of the “materialistic method” which is what he called the 
purely fact based approach he abstained from.
He was also an evolutionist, and that point of view is now obsolete. Max Ernst mocked the art history 
professor and his preoccupation with communally produced art and the “primitive” as a cloaked form 
of Dadaism.⁴²

Worringer himself distanced himself somewhat from his dissertation, which had become a bestseller 
right away, in his later years.⁴³ The story of the influence Worringer’s thesis has nonetheless extended to 
the present, and while his tenets are generally challenged, they are so original that they remain a plea-
sure to consider: “The primordial drive to create art has nothing to do with the reproduction of nature” 
Worringer wrote, and he praised the geometric ornament as the “original art style” and “absolute form”. 
Indeed, the Cameroonian bead artists who created the atwonzen similarly put powerful emotions into 
an abstract form and sought sanctuary in “the thing in itself ”.⁴⁴

36 Worringer, Wilhelm; Abstraction and Empathy. A contribution to the Psychology of Style. Translated from the German
  by Michael Bullock. Chicago, 1997, page 9: “By ‘absolute artistic volition’ is to be understood that latent inner demand
  which exists per se, entirely independent of the object and of the mode of creation, and behaves as will to form. It is the
  primary factor in all artistic creation and, in its innermost essence, every work of art is simply an objectivation of this  
 a priori existent absolute artistic volition.” 
37 Worringer, op. cit., pages 14 and 15: “We shall then find that the artistic volition of savage peoples […], then the artistic
  volition of all primitive epochs of art and, finally, the artistic volition of certain culturally developed Oriental people,  
 exhibit this abstract tendency. Thus the urge to abstraction stands at the beginning of every art and in the case of cer 
 tain peoples at a high level of culture remains the dominant tendency, whereas with the Greeks and other Occidental  
 peoples, for example, it slowly recedes, making way for the urge to empathy.”
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38 Worringer, op. cit., page 15. 
39 Worringer, op. cit., page 17.
40 Worringer, op. cit., page 17.
41 Preuss, Sebastian; Geistiger Rauschzustand - über Wilhelm Worringer und die Kunst der Moderne; ArtMag56, 08/2009.
42 Ubl, Ralph; Wilhelm Worringer, Hans Arp und Max Ernst bei den Müttern. Ueberlegungen zum Primitivismus
 der Deutschen Avantgarde; in Wilhelm Worrringers Kunstgeschichte; Hannes Boehringer, Beate Söntgen (Eds.), 
 Munich, 2002, page 127.
43 In an introduction to a new edition in 1948, Worringer wrote: “Looking back objectively, I am fully aware that the un-
 usually wide influence exercised by this first work is to be explained by the conjunction, quite unsuspected by myself,  
 of my personal disposition for certain problems with the fact that a whole period was disposed for a radical reorienta 
 tion of its standards of aesthetic value.[..] I need hardly say that for me, after 4 decades of living development, this first
  work has long since become the object merely of historical reminiscence and evaluation. […]”. Worringer, op. cit., p. XV.
44 Worringer op. cit., page 18: “To employ an audacious comparison: it is as though the instinct for the «thing in itself»  
 were most powerful in «primitive man».
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Left : Atwonzen, Courtesy of Christie’s, Paris. Private collection. Height : 22 cm.

Right ; Trophy head (Atwonzen), The Menil Collection, Houston. 1977-4 DJ. Height : 19,1 cm.



   14  BEADED SKULL

    Akwaya, Cross River/Northern Cameroon, 1440-1630 AD
    Skull, glass beads, fabric, resin
    Height :  22 cm

    Provenance  Aziz Njikam collection, Paris

    

  

This extremely rare beaded skull was collected in the village of Akwaya in northern Cameroon, 
close to the border with Nigeria. It belongs to traditions originating from the Cross River region,  
a little further north on the other side of the frontier. The lower jaw dangling in a deadful expres-
sion, the head recalls some of the very early Ekoi/Ejagham head crests mounted on a human skull.

In his book Arts Anciens du Cameroun, 1986, Pierre Harter identified only half a dozen beaded 
heads, called atwonzen, originating from the Bamileke and Bangwa country. They were all in-
variably made of a wood core covered with woven fabric and threaded with rows of beads. These 
heads, dating back to the late 18th century and the beginning of the 19th century, are depictions 
of the skulls of enemies. They were worn by the rulers around the neck, attached by a thong of 
buffalo leather or by a cord of wukari fabric, on ceremonial occasions and during certain warrior 
dances such as the tso or nzen. 
We believe these heads coexisted with real beaded skulls, which Harter observed in situ in the 
villages of Foto and Fontem in the Bangwa country, but this particular corpus is extremely limited 
and by repute from local sources only three examples -all related to the Cross River region- ap-
peared on the tribal art market in the last few decades. One skull with missing jaw completely 
covered with complex beadwork was published in Golgotha, M. Doustar (2014), n°7, and another 
previous example was sold to Pierre Dartevelle through Martial Bronsin in the 1990’s.

A Carbon-14 analysis has been performed on a bone sample from the skull at the Institut Royal 
du Patrimoine Artistique (IRPA) in Brussels and the results provided an astounding age range 
comprised between 1440 and 1630 at 95,4 % of probability. The explanation lies in the fact that 
skulls were considered as sacred if they belonged to important ancestors, leaders, founders of clan, 
or important “insignia” if they were trophy heads of ennemies. Therefore, these heads were con-
cealed and stored in the Fon’s palace or under the village leader’s authority, and remained there 
over long period of time. 
Upon close examination of the head above, it appears that the beadwork consists of several layers, 
probably with later additions, embellishment and restoration in situ of damaged beads over time.
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   15  HEADCREST

    Cross-River region, Nigeria, 1800-1900
    Human skull, animal skin, wood, rattan
    Height : 27 cm

    Provenance  Private collection, Barcelona
      

    

  

While the corpus of Ekoï/Ejagham headcrests made of a wooden core is quite abundant, 
the numbers of those containing human skulls remain extremely limited. The first example 
was collected by Dr. Alfred Mansfeld in 1908 during his four-year stay in the Cross-River 
region. See Urwald Dokumente, Berlin, 1908, plates XVII-XVIII.
At the turn of the twentieth century the trophy skulls of newly slain enemies were even-
tually replaced with wooden heads covered in leather, as attested by Percy A. Talbot in his 
book In the shadow of the Bush, 1912.
The Ekoi headcrest we publish here bare an impressive mouth with the original teeth of 
the victim cut to sharp point. The bulging eyes and the overall wild and frightening ex-
pression makes it one of the most spectacular examples.

“ La force de cet objet est intense: la bouche largement ouverte semble 
émettre un cri de guerre ou de terreur, et les yeux cylindriques, armés 
de rondelles de fer, dardent des pupilles cruelles. Ce ne peut être qu’un 
crâne d’ennemi, ou d’esclave sacrifié à la manière des Ekoï... ” 

(“ The strength of this object is intense, the mouth wide open seems 
to shout a war cry or a scream of terror, and the drilled eyes, armed 
with iron washers, dart cruel pupils. This could only be the skull of 
an enemy, or of a slave sacrificed in the way of the Ekoï...”)  
   
        
 Pierre Harter, Arts anciens du Cameroun, 1984, page 320
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   16  IHAMBE  HEAD

    Tiv, Southern Nigeria/Northern Cameroon, 1800-1900
    Wood
    Height : 16 cm

    Provenance  Allan Stone collection, New York
    

  

This head was possibly the upper part of a magical 
flute “imborivungu”, related to the myth of Poor,  an 
ancestor of the Tiv people. 

According to legend, Poor died without descend-
ants. To perpetuate his memory, his brothers im-
agined to take a femur of the deceased, to place it in 
a basket (adudu) forbidding anyone to look at this 
relic under penalty of death, for them and their de-
scendants. Other rites accompanied the veneration 
of Poor, notament during miscarriages, the parturi-
ent was to make a blood libation on the relic. One 
day, this relic was destroyed by fire and the descend-
ants of the two brothers decided to create other rel-
ics, the Imborivungu. 

Also called owl-flute, these objects are generally 
constitued of a hollowed head depicting the ances-
tor, fitted on a human bone segment or a wooden 
stick. The above example of unusually large propor-
tions appears to be extremely ancient and refined, 
with numerous scarifications in particular.

Portrait of Tiv adult male with scarifications 
© The Trustees of the British Museum/ Af,B54.21
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   17  ANCESTOR FIGURE

    Kaka, Northwestern Cameroon, 1800-1900
    Wood, natural pigment
    Height : 50 cm

    Provenance  Harry A. Franklin, Los Angeles
      Sotheby’s, New york, 21 April 1990, lot 154
      John and Nicole Dintenfass, New York

    Exhibition Expressions of Cameroon Art : The Franklin collection (illustrated)
      Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History, 1986
      Baltimore Museum of Art, 1986
      Hood Museum of Art, Dartmouth College , 1986

Of strong cubistic construction, this rare and important ancestor figure belongs to a corpus of 
sculptures originating from the Kaka people. The simplification of forms into geometrical plans  
taken to the extreme leading here to a bold and quite unique representation of the human figure.

About the “Keaka” and “Kaka”, Bruno Claessens writes : “There’s a lot of confusion about these two 
groups; Kaka works of art (schematically rendered anthropomorphic figures with an encrusted 
surface) are often mistakenly listed as Keaka. (...) They are entirely different ethnic groups, though 
living not far from each other – adding up to the confusion.”

The Kaka (also known as Yamba) have nothing to do with the Keaka. ‘Kaka’ is the Fulani name the 
Germans gave to the Mfumte, Mbem, Mbaw (Ntem) and Ntong, a cluster of about 18000 peoples 
living in scattered settlements (ca. 18) just south of the Donga River, on the high plateau near the 
Cameroon-Nigeria border. They reside south of the Mambila but are more related to their south-
ern Tikar neighbours, with whom they share certain customs. The art of the Kaka was deeply 
influenced by their neighbours in the Cameroon Grassfields. Their statues and masks, like those 
of the Bangwa of Cameroon, are often covered with a thick, grainy curst of soot.

Also on the origin of their specific patina, there are a lot of different opinions in the literature. 
Some authors ascribe it to generations of ritual offerings, while others state it is an accumulation 
of blood sacrifices and ashes. In the trade, the explanation I’ve heard the most is that these objects 
were hung up to the roof of houses, where the smoke of the central ever-burning fire in time ac-
cumulated on the object, generating the observed blackish ‘smoke patina’. 
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   18  OKULI  FIGURE

    Koro/Gwari, Northern Nigeria, circa 1900
    Wood
    Height : 112 cm

    Provenance  Galerie Walu, Zurich (1983)
      Collection Heinke, Bollingen (Switzerland)

jThis visually inventive sculpture brilliantly illustrates one of the littlest known corpus in the 
world of African art. Although it unmistakeably comes from a region between the Middle Benue 
River and the Cross River region, it is attributed, depending on the source, either to the Gwari 
populations or to the Koro sculptors.

In the typology established by Antonio Casanovas and Ana Gaspar in their groundbreaking exhi-
bition “Origenes. Artes Primeras. Colecciones de la Peninsula Ibérica”, in Madrid 2005, two distinct 
styles particularly stand out and are considered archaic. 

One is the “cylindrical style”, exemplified in particular by the statue in the National Museum of 
Lagos (inv. n° 721.1246H; cf. Phillips, Africa. The Art of the Continent, p. 26, n° 5) and by the pres-
ent sculpture. Known as okuli, these figures, tapering into a cylindrical base, were used to ritually 
pound the ground during great ceremonies. 

The second group is the “cylindrical style with separate legs,” named obakuli, of which the sculp-
ture exhibited by the Galerie Arte Y Ritual in 2005, and later sold for a record price at Sotheby’s, 
Paris in June 21st 2017 (lot 43), was a superlative example.

The formal affinities these works share with the Mumuye statuary are strengthened by a likely 
common prophylactic purpose. Kept away from view, they received regular offerings to protect 
their owners and were exhibited only when important guests arrived (Conde Prado, Joyas del 
Niger y del Benue, 2003, p. 88).

Here, the talent of the artist is evident in the unique reinterpreation of the human figure reduced 
to the essential, the purity of the sculptural gesture which only details the features of the face and 
the feminine attributes and comes to life in the nuances of the deep patina clearly echoes some of 
the most inventive and abstracted figurative sculptures of Pablo Picasso.
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   19  RAMBARAMP

    Malekula Island, New Hebrides (Vanuatu), Melanesia, circa 1900
    Wood, human skull, clay, spider-web, pigments, bark
    Height : 186 cm

    Provenance  Comte Baudouin de Grunne collection
      Bernard de Grunne, Bruxelles

    

This spectacular life-size funerary figure is called rambaramp in the New Hebrides archipelago.
The skull of the dead is considered as the central component of the rambaramp. After death, the 
skull was removed, modeled over with clay, and attached to a surrogate body created out of bam-
boo, clay, and plant fibers. Although there is debate over whether the rambaramp was intended 
to be a physical likeness of the individual, people in the community would have recognized the 
identity of the figure through patterns painted on the skull and body. These patterns were associ-
ated with the status of the deceased. Rambaramp were created only in honor of men and only for 
those of the highest rank, usually chiefs or warriors.
Once completed, the rambaramp would be set up in the men’s house. By offering a place for the 
spirit to reside, the figure facilitated the continuing presence of the ancestor, who would, in turn, 
ensure the well-being of the community. Because they were made largely of vegetal materials, the 
bodies of the rambaramp would eventually decay. However, the skull—the most vital part of the 
figure—would continue to serve as a representative of the ancestor long after the body was gone.

With its hieratic presence and haunting gaze, this magnificient rambaramp is without a doubt 
the representation of a man of high rank and imposing stature. Generally crude, the head is here 
particularly outstanding and expressive, skillfully modeled and enhanced with laundry blue pig-
ments and ochre red, it is topped with a spider-web headdress. 
The bluing tablets were introduced in Melanesia by the Europeans in the last quarter of the 19th 
century, and they remained popular with the indigenous islanders till the end of the German and 
British colonial settlements in the South Seas.
The subtle polychromy of the body, with hues of pink and ochre constrasting with those thin blue 
bands and darker geometric motifs reminds certain canvases of Rothko and Barnett Newman; 
and gives an universal -and almost contemporary- attractiveness to this important sculpture.
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   20  PUPPET HEAD

    Malekula Island, New Hebrides (Vanuatu), Melanesia, circa 1900
    Wood, vegetable fiber paste, natural pigments, boar tusks, spider web
    Height : 57 cm

    Provenance  Alain de Monbrison, Paris

    

At times of important rituals, members of secret societies, such as nevimbur of central Vanuatu, 
animated these types of puppet heads from behind the community’s dancing-ground fence. Many 
of these ceremonies celebrated the attainment of higher status within the social and religious or-
ganizations known as “grade-taking” societies. Merit rather than birth determines grade or rank 
within such societies. These puppets were called temes nevimbur.

When I first spotted this Malekula puppet through the window of Alain de Monbrison’s gallery I 
thought it was a Kanak mask from New Caledonia, with the typical “parrott’s beak” nose shape.
The singularity of this object, the presence of this very particular nose, can be explained by the ge-
ographic proximity between the two archipelagoes, distant of only 500 kilometers approximately.
Yet, the meaning and purpose of this puppet remain a mystery as it is an unicum. But it clearly 
appears to be a very early, and probably the most striking example known.
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   21  CEREMONIAL LINTEL

    Duke of York Islands, East New Britain Province, Papua New Guinea, 1800-1900
    Wood, natural pigments
    Length : 293 cm

    Provenance  Pierre Langlois, Paris
      Collection Madame Bienaymé, France

    

The Duke of York Islands (formerly known in German as “Neulauenburg”) are a group of islands 
located in St George’s Channel between New Britain and New Ireland and form part of the Bis-
marck Archipelago. They were named in 1767 by Philip Carteret to honour Prince Edward, son of 
Frederick, Prince of Wales and younger brother of George III of the United Kingdom. 

This important ceremonial lintel is quite unique as it shares the characteristic form of a malagan
sculpture of this type along iconographic elements from New Ireland -such as the three vavara 
sun motifs-, combined with figurative heads showing stylistic features originating from New Brit-
ain and the Duke of York Islands. The explanation to this cultural syncretism lies in the proximity 
between the two archipelagos and the fact that the settlement of the islands in between came from 
the southern part of New Ireland. From 1875, German planters arrived in the region and brought 
workforce from New Ireland to most of these tiny islands.

The faces, painted in white with a contrasting arabesque surrounding a grimacing mouth, clearly 
reminds the rare lorr masks, of which the Barbier-Mueller Museum example collected in 1895 by 
Festetics de Tolna is the most relevant example. 

The principal source of knowledge about the vanishing cultures of this region was Danish an-
thropologue Richard Parkinson, who explains that the word lorr refers to both the masks and the 
skull, and is linked to ancestors’ spirits and death. We believe these sculptures were all related to 
funerary ceremonies, and intended to be destroyed afterwards. Thus, the preservation of this im-
portant sculpture is a highly significant testimony of an extremely scarce and little known corpus.
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   22  SKULL MASK

    Tolai, Gazelle Peninsula, New Britain, 1800-1900
    Human skull, parinairum-nut paste, fiber, pigments, lime
    Height : 20 cm

    Provenance  Private collection, France
      Billy Jamieson, Toronto

    

  In his 1969 study on a group of 41 skull masks in the collections of the museums of Dresden, Leip-
zig, Hamburg and Berlin, the German anthropologist Hans Damm identified two types of masks : 
A. The most common; these masks measure between 22 and 27cm, they have a small wooden 
stick attached to the back (to be hold between the teeth while dancing), almond-shaped apertures 
for the eyes and a rather soft and serene expression.
B. Masks of this category measure around 21-22cm ; the eye sockets are overmodeled and the 
mouth is wide open. The overall expression is frightening and evokes a death’s head. 

Captain Weisser, treasurer on board the S.M. Kanonenboot Hyäne, stayed in Blanche Bay from 
1878 to 1882, he states that skulls of proeminent chiefs or enemies were also preserved and pre-
pared in the form of masks of the B type. These masks were kept preciously and honoured in 
sacred houses. He adds : “During religious ceremonies or dances which occur at nights of the 
full moon, the young chiefs wear the masks of old prominent chiefs as they believe it gives them 
strength, courage and power. They are used for the same purpose during wars.”

In his remarkable essay about these skull masks, Philippe Bourgoin continues : “on the occasion of 
conflicts, they were used to terrify the enemy, protect the warriors and ensure success during the 
battle. They were then worn on the chest as pendants - as suggested by the remains of rattan knot 
or string on the back of some of the masks- or in the hand.” (Bourgoin, 2002 : 69)

The above example perfectly examplifies this latter type of skull masks. Despite the great age of 
the piece - attested by two 19th century labels inscribed in french “masque de guerre des Nouvelles 
Hébrides (sic)”- the natural pigments are vibrant and of remarkable freshness.

For two similar Tolai skull masks see Golgotha, M. Doustar (2014), n°32-33.

DAMM Hans, Bemerkungen zu den Schädelmasken aus Neu-britannien, Jahrbuch des Museums für Völkerkunde zu Leip-
zig, vol. XXVI, Berlin, 1969, pp. 85-116  
BOURGOIN Philippe, Mystérieux masques-crânes des Tolai de Nouvelle-Bretagne, Art Tribal Hiver 2002, pages 58-71.
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   23  PRESTIGE SPEAR

    Admiralty Islands, Papua New Guinea, 1800-1900
    Wood, obsidian, fiber, resin, natural pigments
    Height : 217 cm

    Provenance  Collected by La Korrigane in 1935 (N° D39. 3 / 605)
      Collection Jean-Paul Morin, Paris

    Publication Le Voyage de La Korrigane dans les Mers du Sud, C. Coiffier, p. 64

September 8, 1935. The La Korrigane expedition reaches the Admiraly Islands. They will 
stay till September 20, visiting the eastern part of the archipelago, including the main is-
land: Manus. They will collect a number of objects from various locations, including three 
ceremonial spears illustrated in the Musée de L’Homme exhibition catalogue from 2001. Of 
the group, the present spear appears to be the finest by far. The first two spears are of a more 
simple and abstracted manufacture, they are also in poor condition compared to this one, of 
more elegant and realistic style. 
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   24  DAGGER

    Manus Province, Admiralty Islands, Papua New Guinea, 1800-1900
    Wood, obsidian, natural pigments
    Length : 28 cm

    Provenance  Private collection, Australia
      
    

This ceremonial dagger is the most remarkable example I have seen from this region of Mel-
anesia. The head is particularly powerful, large and finely detailed with typical Admiralty 
Islands’ ornamental motifs, enhanced with lime pigments. The handle has the shape of a styl-
ized crocodile and the blade is made of a chunk of obsidian, intact.
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   25  SPIRIT FIGURE

    Upper Korewori River, East Sepik Province, Papua New Guinea, circa 1800
    Wood, natural pigments
    Height : 184 cm

    Provenance  Philip Goldman, London
      Mia Van Bussel, Amsterdam 
      Acher Eskenasy, Paris

    Publication Hunstein-Korowori, Philip Goldman gallery, London, 1971, n°8
      
    

Carved in a forked branch or a curved trunk, the sculptor skilfully took advantage of the ondu-
lating wood to create a quite unique and atypical figure. The male head in the upper part of the 
piece is surmounted by a stylized bird head, probably a cassowary. The hooks along the stem 
represents the feathers of the animal and the bones and organs of the single-legged figure. This 
iconography of a male head wearing  a zoomorphic headgear is extremely rare in the corpus.

These one-legged male figures are called aripa by the Inyai-Ewa people living along the Upper 
Korewori River. They represent spirits that resided within the images and served as hunting 
helpers, aiding in the capture of game such as wild pigs and cassowaries.

In its striking, almost surrealistic conception of the human form, this figure is typical of aripa 
images. In the past, each Inyai-Ewa man had such a figure, whose spirit served to assist him on 
his forays into the rainforest in search of game. While its owner was alive, the figure was kept 
in the men’s ceremonial house. After his death, the figure would be deposited in a rockshelter 
where, when conditions were right, it might survive for several centuries.

Another sculpture stylistically comparable, and possibly by the same carver, is published in 
Korewori, Magic Art from the Rain Forest, C. Kaufmann, Museum der Kulturen Basel, fig. 44 
page 38.
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   26  YIPWON

    Yimam people, Korewori River, Papua New Guinea, 1500-1700
    Wood
    Height : 158 cm

    Provenance  Galerie Pierre Robin, Paris

   
     
   Kept within the men’s ceremonial house, the distinctive hook figures (yipwon) of the Yimam 

people of the Korewori River region in northeast New Guinea formerly played a central role 
in hunting and warfare. Depicting powerful spirits, the images served as vessels into which 
the spirits were called before a hunt or raid and presented with offerings. The yipwon then 
went forth during the night to slay the souls of the game or human enemies, enabling the 
men to easily kill the actual animals or enemies the following day. If a yipwon was successful, 
the men showed their gratitude by offering it a portion of the game or smearing it with the 
victims’ blood. If it failed, the figure was neglected or discarded.

Local oral tradition describes the origin of these distinctive images. During the primordial 
creation period, the sun, who formerly lived on earth, first carved a slit gong (a large mu-
sical instrument). As he did so, the chips of wood from the slit gong came to life as yipwon 
spirits, who lived with him in the men’s ceremonial house. One day, when the sun was away, 
the spirits killed one of his male relatives and danced around his body. Hearing the noise, 
the sun’s mother, the moon, turned around and saw what the yipwon had done. Terrified at 
being caught, the yipwon fled into the ceremonial house, where they stretched themselves out 
against the back wall, turning into wood images. Enraged by their act, the sun ascended into 
the sky, leaving the yipwon on earth to serve as patron spirits of hunting and warfare.

Yipwon images portray both external and internal features of the spirits. Although highly 
stylized, the head and single leg appear relatively naturalistic in comparison with the central 
section of the body, which consists of a series of opposed, concentric hooks depicting the ribs, 
surrounding a central element representing the heart. 
 
Despite the common losses at the central ribs, this stunning yipwon displays a powerful and 
menacing presence. The head, with its slight parietal protuberance, is particularly impressive. 
And the features of the face are clearly discernable despite erosion. The frowning superciliary 
arch and the howling mouth giving a truly haunting expression to this very archaic example.

A comparable yipwon figure is in the collection of the Israel Museum, Jerusalem, B98.1062.
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   27  HEADREST

    Huon Gulf, Papua New Guinea, 19th century
    Wood
    Length : 18,5 cm

    Provenance  Private collection, Berlin
    

  
This extremely ancient headrest is carved with less details than the majority of Huon Gulf head-
rests to appear on the market, but it depicts powerful ancestor figures of a rare archaic style. They 
seem to wear masks similar to those found on Tami Islands.  
In his book of reference about the “Art in North-East New Guinea” (1961), Tibor Bodrogi de-
scribes four types of headrests known in the Huon Gulf. This particular example belongs to those 
including two human figures that have their backs turned to each other and looking outward. 
The headrest is supported indirectly through the open-work arcs rising above their heads. Unlike 
the other type where the figures hold the upper slab directly on their heads. The idea of holding 
a burden is suggested by the figures who bend back forming a bridge, bearing their load with the 
hands resting on the thighs (p. 95)
As far as other functions are concerned, we only know that in case of a death, on the evening fol-
lowing demise, the relatives would go to the spot where the deceased person used to spend most 
of his time, and chew betel. There they deposit the headrest that belonged to the deceased, then 
hide themselves and invoke the dead with the following words : “if you are here, come and fetch 
your headrest and pouch”.
After a while the relatives come out of their place of concealment and return the objects to the 
village (Zahn, 1911 p.318).

BODROGI Tibor, Art in North-East New Guinea, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest 1961, pages 91-95.
ZAHN J., Die Jabim, in Neuhauss (1911) vol. III, page 318
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   28  MOKOMOKAI

    Maori culture, New Zealand, 1700-1800
    Tattooed head
    Height :  cm

    Provenance  Private collection, United Kingdom

    

  Mokomokai are the preserved heads of the Māori, the indigenous people of New Zealand, where 
the faces have been decorated by tā moko tattooing. Moko facial tattoos were traditional in Māori 
culture until about the mid 19th century when their use began to disappear. In pre-European 
Māori culture they denoted high social status. There were generally only men that had full facial 
moko, though high-ranked women often had moko on their lips and chins. Moko tattoos served as 
identifying connection between an individual and their ancestors.

Moko marked rites of passage for people of chiefly rank, as well as significant events in their lives. 
Each moko was unique and contained information about the person’s rank, tribe, lineage, occu-
pation and exploits. Moko were expensive to obtain and elaborate moko were usually limited to 
chiefs and high-ranked warriors. Moreover, the art of moko, the people who created and incised 
the designs, as well as the moko themselves, were surrounded by strict tapu and protocol.

When someone with moko died, often the head would be preserved. The brain and eyes were 
removed, with all orifices sealed with flax fibre and gum. The head was then boiled or steamed 
in an oven before being smoked over an open fire and dried in the sun for several days. It was 
then treated with shark oil. Such preserved heads, mokomokai, would be kept by their families in 
ornately carved boxes and brought out only for sacred ceremonies.

The heads of enemy chiefs killed in battle were also preserved; these mokomokai, being considered 
trophies of war, would be displayed on the marae and mocked. They were important in diplomatic 
negotiations between warring tribes, with the return and exchange of mokomokai being an essen-
tial precondition for peace.

In the first half of the 19th century, principally during the Musket Wars, Mokomokai became com-
mercial trade items that could be sold as curios, artworks and as museum specimens. To supply 
the high overseas demand, forgeries started to appear, in the shape of heads of slaves or european 
sailers tattooed post-mortem.

Biblio. : Christian PALMER & Mervyn L. TANO (2004). Mokomokai: Commercialization and Desacralization. Denver, 2008

Not in the exhibition
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   29  HEI TIKI

    Maori culture New Zealand, 1500-1700
    Nephrite
    Height : 13,5 cm

    Provenance Royal Artillery Institute, Woolwich, Londres
      Collection Harry G. Beasley (1881-1939)
      Chistlehurst (inv. n° 3002), acquired in 1932
      Christie’s, London, 3-4 july, 1990, n° 128
      William B. Ziff collection, New York 

This magnifiicent hei tiki is a superlative example in terms of sculpture, stone color, age and 
provenance. Carved in some of the finest nephrite (pounamu) variety, the figure is quite large 
and well balanced with a characteristic prominent head. The facial features are delicately in-
cised around the nose and mouth, and the presence of a rare thin rib around the eyes gives a 
very unique, owl-like expression to the head . However, the most remarkable aspect of this hei 
tiki is probably its superb oily patina and velvety surface, indication of a very ancient carving 
that was worn by several generations and handled over a very long period of time.
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   30  HEADDRESS

    Kiwai, Western Province, Papua New Guinea, 1800-1900
    Feathers, wood, natural fiber, pigments
    Width : 46  cm

    Provenance  Loed van Bussel, Amsterdam
      Acher Eskenasy, Paris
      
    

This rare frontlet originates from the kiwai-speaking peoples living on the coastal region of 
the Fly River Delta and on northern Torrest Strait.
Gunnar Landtman’s research, undertaken between 1910 and 1912, is the foundation stone 
for understanding the culture of the Kiwai. He made a comprehensive collection of Kiwai 
material culture now housed in the Museum of Cultures in Helsinki and a second, duplicate 
set for the Cambridge Museum. In Nya Guinea färden [New Guinea expedition], his detailed 
travelogue of his work and life among the Kiwai, he gives a description of the different types 
of headdress worn by the indigenous peoples. In his study of Gunnar Landtman’s collections 
held by the National Museum of Finland, David Lawrence reports that “The finest headdress 
worn by the Torres Strait Islanders and coastal Kiwai-speaking peoples was the dori (kiwai). 
Its importance as a cultural item is still such that it is a most visible symbol of Islander culture, 
particularly for the eastern Islanders and the dari (eastern islands) is the most prominent 
symbol  on the officially recognised Torrest Strait Islander flag.
 
The headdress consists of a woven rattan frame in either an “n” or “m” shape. (...) The feathers 
of the white reef heron (Demigretta sacra) or the Torresian pigeon (Ducula bicolor) were in-
serted into the frame to form a fan shape. (...) 
The dori were often quite large and elaborate. When worn in night dances with the dance 
groynd illuminated with small fires or torches, the actions imitating the movements of the 
reef heron could be pmost spectacular and effective. Like the dari used in “Island dance” the 
headdresses serve to frame the face and special dance effects are achieved by turning the head 
suddenly so that the image of the reef heron appears and disappears.

(...) Other items of ornamentation and dress included a large variety of stiff frontlets (makeso) 
made from rattan or fibre plaited on to a bamboo frame that were worn across the forehead 
and tied at the back of the head. Frontlets were made in a variety of designs : tringular semi-
ovoid or even a lozenge shape. Landtman wrote that these frontlets  could be used both with 
and without cassowary feather decorations.”

David R. LAWRENCE, Gunnar Landtman in Papua 1910-1912, The Australian National University, 2010, p. 156-157
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   31  SPIRIT BOARD

    Gope ethnic district, Golf of Papua, Papua New Guinea, 1800-1900
    Wood, natural pigments
    Height : 97 cm

    Provenance  Collected by Thomas Schultze-Westerum in 1966
      John & Marcia Friede, New York
      The Tomkins collection, New York (TC 583)

    

  

This gope board has always been one of my all time favorite. With its large expressive head and 
the clarity of his design, depth of carving, and unique iconography it is one of the best examples 
collected by Thomas Schultze-Westrum in the Gope ethnic district. The turbulent body of the 
figure is particularly interesting with his inner organs seeming to litteraly dance inside the figure.

Virginia-Lee WEBB, Embodied Spirits, Gope Boards from the Papuan Gulf, 2015, page 255 n°96
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